Energy Internet is the main direction of future power grid system development, and communication technology plays an important role in it. This paper introduces the definition of energy internet, then explains the development course and composition of power grid and its communication system. At last, it makes some research on the application of communication system on energy internet, and lists the functional requirements and communication structure of energy Internet for communication system.
Communication Structure of Energy Internet. It mainly realizes the transmission, convergence and aggregation of the main information of power production enterprises, the main information of various energy production enterprises, the various energy-using information of users, and the various information of power grid operation, so that the data flow of information can form a closed loop through the communication structure. 
Conclusion
This paper analyses the connotation of energy internet, reviews the development of power grid and power network communication, and proposes a communication system of energy internet. Starting from the essence of energy internet, this communication system aims to achieve the goal of energy internet, and has certain application value.
